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EDITORIAL
Dear Readers,
With the 3rd edition of the INN-BALANCE newsletter we would like to
share and celebrate with you the progress achieved in the project.
Decisive steps forward have been made concerning the project’s
goal to engineer a new generation of fuel cell auxiliary components
(BoP) during the last few months. First of all, the INN-BALANCE
team concluded the conceptualization stage, having defined the
main parameters and interfaces of the fuel cell system as well as the
overall system design. On this basis, the first prototypes of the BoP
components were developed.
DLR already started with testing the anti-freeze module at its labs in
Hamburg and Stuttgart (article on page 5).The novel module will allow the start-up of FCEVs in freezing conditions of down to -40°C.
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At Celeroton we are proud to announce that a first prototype of the air turbo compressor, developed for the
INN-BALANCE cathode module, is currently being validated on our test bench regarding its aerodynamic
performance (read more on pages 3-4). And also the other elements of the fuel cell system are taking shape.
Therefore, the 3rd biannual project meeting in Zurich was a great opportunity for the partners to plan the next
steps, exchanging the current status of work and discussing pending technical issues. Besides working on
the current challenges of the project, the partners also had the opportunity to visit Celeroton’s premises and
have a peek at the turbo-compressor test bench (more in the meeting’s report on page 6).
We hope you enjoy reading this newsletter. Thank you for your interest in INN-BALANCE.
Greetings from Switzerland,
Georg Oberholzer for Celeroton AG

INN-BALANCE IN A NUTSHELL

PROJECT IDENTITY CARD

INN-BALANCE works towards the commercialization of
hydrogen based electric vehicles by improving the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of automotive fuel cells.

Title:

INN-BALANCE integrates the latest trends in fuel cell
vehicle technology into the development of
 a new air turbo compressor;
 combined hydrogen injection and recirculation;
 advanced control and diagnosis devices;
 a new concept of thermal management.
These components will add up to an innovative fuel cell
system and hence greatly improve the cost, the efficiency and the reliability of fuel cell powered vehicles.
Altogether, INN-BALANCE achievements in improving
fuel cells will benefit climate protection and energy security and contribute to the creation of sustainable and
highly qualified job opportunities.

INN-BALANCE COMPONENTS

INNovative Cost Improvements for BALANCE of
Plant Components of Automotive PEMFC Systems

Duration: Jan. 2017-Dec. 2019
Funding: 5M Euro in the framework of Horizon
2020, via FCH JU

Coordination: Fundación Ayesa, Spain
Participant countries: Austria, Germany,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland

Field of research:
Development of industrialization-ready fuel
cells and system components for hydrogen vehicles

INN-BALANCE PARTNER PRESENTATION:
CELEROTON AG
The Swiss high-tech company Celeroton AG (www.celeroton.com) is a spin-off of ETH Zurich, the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich. Founded in 2008, the company is a leading manufacturer of ultrahigh-speed electric motor-drive systems and turbo compressors, achieving speeds up to
1 million revolutions per minute.
A main application area for its compressors are fuel cells. The Celeroton compression systems allow highly
dynamic control of both pressure and mass flow with an increased operating efficiency. They operate
continuously and without any oil, so the air supply is guaranteed to remain pure and any pressure fluctuations can be eliminated. This is a great advantage for the very sensitive fuel cell. In INN-BALANCE Celeroton works on optimizing the compression system of the fuel cell stack, developing an oil-free high-speed turbo compressor with air bearings.

INTERVIEW WITH GEORG OBERHOLZER, INN-BALANCE PROJECT MANAGER AT
CELEROTON AG
In INN-BALANCE Celeroton develops a novel air
turbo compressor. How will the compressor
contribute to increasing the efficiency of the
whole fuel cell system? Please tell us more
about the advantages of the air turbo compressor in comparison to other compression systems.
The efficiency of a fuel cell stack significantly depends
on the air mass flow and the pressure the compressor
can provide to the cathode of the stack. In a fuel cell
system, the air compressor, compared with all Balance
of Plant (BoP) components, is the main contributor to
the parasitic losses. Therefore, it is crucial for the
overall system performance to not only provide

Portrait - Georg Oberholzer
Georg Oberholzer is the project manager in
charge of INN-BALANCE at Celeroton. He joined
the then young company Celeroton in the year
2010 after graduating from ETH Zurich, where he
received a Master of Science’s degree in electrical engineering and information technology.
During the eight years he has been working with
Celeroton, Georg Oberholzer gained extensive
experience in the design and development of
turbo compressor systems, in particular regarding the architecture, control and software development of electronics.

the required air mass flow to operate the fuel cell stack in its optimum, but also to provide this air flow at highest
possible efficiency. The efficiency of any compressor is strongly dependent on its operating point, namely the
combination of air mass flow and pressure.
In INN-BALANCE the aero„The high efficiency, the oil-free air supply and the
dynamic design of the decompactness of the system make the turbo compressor the
veloped compressor is
matched to the characterisoptimal solution for fuel cell application“
tics of the applied fuel cell
stack from the project partner PowerCell such that the stack can be operated at its highest efficiency in all operating points while maintaining highest efficiency of the air turbo compressor and thus, optimizing the efficiency of
the overall system.
In addition to being efficient, the air supply needs to be completely oil-free and cope with the limited space available in an automotive application. The high-speed turbo compressor technology combined with the gas bearing
technology developed by Celeroton fulfills all these criteria and provides a highly compact and efficient oil-free
solution for an automotive fuel cell system. Other compression systems such as displacement compressors
operate typically at much lower efficiency and require a significant effort and complexity to seal the air from any
oil contamination as well as demand more of the limited space. The high efficiency, the oil-free air supply and the
compactness of the system make the turbo compressor the optimal solution for the automotive fuel cell application.

INTERVIEW WITH GEORG OBERHOLZER, INN-BALANCE PROJECT MANAGER AT
CELEROTON AG - PAGE 2
INN-BALANCE pursues a manufacturing-oriented approach, meaning the design of components will
take into account manufacturing requirements and costs. Regarding the air compressor prototype
construction, how does Celeroton implement this approach?
The design of the air turbo compressor incorporates technology previously applied, proved and improved in
smaller systems of Celeroton. The yearlong experience with the smaller systems allowed Celeroton to build up
on this knowhow and to consider cost reduction measures already in the design of the turbo compressor prototype. For the first prototype, technical performance is certainly in the foreground. However, once the performance
has been tested and proved, a redesign of the compressor will be conducted, allowing for alternative manufacturing technologies and to further lower the costs of the system. In this redesign, Celeroton has the possibility to
work together with the project partner BROSE and to access their enormous and broad knowhow in manufacturing of automotive components.

Currently, Celeroton together with BROSE is conducting various performance tests with the compressor prototype. What are the particular objectives of these tests?
The automotive requirements defined in INN-BALANCE are very demanding for the whole fuel cell system and
for the turbo compressor in particular. All these requirements have been considered during the design of the turbo compressor. Now that
the compressor has been
„The automotive requirements defined in INN-BALANCE are
realized, the next step is
very demanding, in particular for the turbo compressor“
to verify the performance
of the compressor and the fulfilment of the requirements.
A first test is to verify the aerodynamic performance of the turbo compressor and to compare the actual measurement results with the calculated compressor map. Further tests include the testing of the wide range of cooling
water temperature, testing of the high altitude operation of the compressor and the high demands for vibration
robustness specific to automotive applications. Once the performance of the compressor has been proved,
BROSE will continue to test the compressor on a test bed in combination with the other components of the cathode module. Furthermore, BROSE will test a novel control algorithm for the mass flow and pressure which allows
highly dynamic and precise control of the operating conditions of the fuel cell stack.

Celeroton will also provide customized electronics for driving the turbo-compressor system. What
are the particular challenges for designing the electronics?
The turbo compressor is operating at rotational speeds above
150,000 revolutions per minute. These high speeds in combination with the power demand of the compressor present a significant challenge for the design of the electronics, as well on the
level of the hardware but also in respect to the control of the motor and the software implementation thereof.
A further challenge is given by the system architecture. The electronics for driving the turbo compressor will be supplied directly
from the fuel cell stack voltage to omit an additional power conversion step and to increase the system efficiency. This system
architecture provides, however, some challenges for designing
the electronics.

Georg Oberholzer from Celeroton AG explaining the

The electronics needs to be able to operate at nominal output electronics of the turbo compressor
power over a wide range of input voltage while maintaining a
high efficiency. Furthermore, the electronics needs to be able to operate at limited power from an auxiliary power
supply for starting up the fuel cell stack when no voltage is present yet at the fuel cell stack.

Thank you Georg, for providing an interesting insight into the work of Celeroton!

PROJECT PROGRESS REPORT:
THE INN-BALANCE THERMAL MANAGEMENT
Introduction
The design of a thermal management system for passenger vehicle application is challenging as the available installation volume is very limited and the temperature level of the fuel cell system is relatively low.
Proper water management in a PEM fuel cell is essential; therefore a fuel cell system requires a more
sophisticated thermal control than a combustion engine. Too high operating temperatures may lead to
a dry out of the fuel cell whereas too low temperatures may lead to water flooding. Above all, accurate thermal management is necessary to avoid excessive degradation and to achieve a reasonable lifetime of the
fuel cell stack.
Advanced diagnostic methods are used to analyze the humidity in an operating fuel cell system. As water
management is affected by stack temperature, thermal management is part of an optimized control scheme
which maintains stack humidity at the right level, even under unfavorable conditions. The thermal management is thus regulated by an adapted cooling system. Moreover, thermal management has a key role during freeze start-up of the fuel cell system. At subzero temperatures, excessive ice formation must be
inhibited to prevent reactant gas transport blocking and cell damage.
In INN-BALANCE the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) leads the design and development of the
thermal management system in close cooperation with Brose and PowerCell, which provide the
components of the thermal subsystems respectively the specifications of the thermal control
scheme for the fuel cell system.

Driving an FCEV to the Arctic? With start-up capabilities of down to -40°C,
which is a target of the research in INN-BALANCE, this would no longer be impossible.
The German Aerospace Centre tests in INN-BALANCE, beside conventional freeze start, an alternative approach for an anti-freeze procedure based on the injection of an electrochemical active antifreeze fluid. The
fluid prevents on the one side completely the formation of ice and secondly shall enable an optimized startup of the system without heating or other devices. Implementing this integrated solution in fuel cells would
improve efficiency and subzero handling of FC and reduce degradation during freeze start.
First freezing tests are being carried out at DLR labs in Stuttgart
and Hamburg. DLR has already improved and successfully tested a
standard cold start procedure, which
allows starting at -20°C in just a few
seconds without the need of an external heater.

The test bench at the DLR Hamburg lab, where the cold start
procedure is tested for INN-BALANCE.

Moreover the alternative anti-freeze
procedure is being tested, yielding
promising results. The test loops carried out so far show the possibility for
an extended operating range of up to
-40°C – which is a requirement of the
automotive industry that fuel cells
could not fulfil on yet.

INN-BALANCE NEWS:
3# PROJECT PARTNER MEETING AT CELEROTON IN ZURICH

The INN-BALANCE team members from Fundacion Ayesa, DLR, AVL, Universitat Politecnica Catalunya, Brose, Volvo,
Celeroton and Steinbeis at the CELEROTON premises in Volketswil, Zurich region.

The 3rd INN-BALANCE project partner meeting took place in Zurich, near the CELEROTON premises in Volketswil. On the agenda were the discussion of the current project status, in particular the progress made regarding
the design and construction of the different components. Running for more than a year, the project has almost
reached midterm. The focus is now on bringing the achievements of the partners together, run tests on the components and connect them with the fuel cell. The tests will reveal, if the INN-BALANCE components will indeed
deliver on the INN-BALANCE goals and provide for a highly-efficient, but less costly fuel cell system.
At the Celeroton premises,
the partners had the unique
chance to see the test bench
of the air turbo compressor
and witness a full test circle of
the compressor, of up to 50 k
revolutions per minute.

„It is great to see how INN-BALANCE has progressed over the first year
and a half of activities. Actual tests on the components happening, for
example on the turbo air compressor of CELEROTON, are a great leap forward towards our goal of delivering manufacturing-ready components.“
Dr. Alicia Arce, INN-BALANCE project coordinator from Fundacion Ayesa

Besides discussing the first components test results, special sessions were dedicated to go through the modelling
and control strategies developed by UPC as well as the manufacturing-oriented decision model of Fundacion Ayesa, designed to support the partners in choosing the right supply partners, delivering high-performing, efficient,
durable and accessible components. This is an important aspect of the project, ensuring the components
developed by INN-BALANCE are indeed ready for integration in a fuel cell mass-production vehicle.

This project has received funding from the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking under grant agreement
No 735969. This Joint Undertaking receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme and
Hydrogen Europe and N.ERGHY.
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